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1. Background of the study 

 Founded in 1985, by seven founders shown in the photo, 

Qualcomm (shorthand for quality communication) is an 

American multinational corporation that design and 

manufacture semiconductors and wireless 

telecommunications products (Investopedia, 2020). 

 The company has three main business segments:

I. Qualcomm CDMA Technologies (QCT)

II. Qualcomm Technology Licensing (QTL) 

III. Qualcomm Strategic Initiatives (QSI)

 The company is headquartered in San Diego, California, 

and has more than 41,000 employees in more than 170 

offices in 40 countries (Investopedia, 2020). 



 This study aim to discuss: The impact of USA anti-globalisation 

tendencies on US tech industry, using Qualcomm as the case 

study

 The study is important as it comes at a time when anti 

globalisation tendencies have been heightened by the likes of 

Brexit and Trump’s administration trade war with China that 

started in 2018

 The study will enable to determine whether the US tech 

companies are impacted and if the anti-globalisation tendency 

which was aimed to “Make America Great Again” has bore any 

fruits



2. Research aim and objectives

Research objectives 

1) Discuss relevant international trade theories and forces behind globalisation

2) Discuss barriers to international trade contributing to anti-globalisation

3) Investigate how Qualcomm has been impacted by the US anti-globalisation tendencies 

The aim of this research is to investigate the impact of USA anti-globalisation tendencies on US tech 

industry, using Qualcomm as the case study



3. Theoretical discussion

This study will use comparative advantage theory and Porter’s national competitive 
advantage theory of international trade, and trade liberalisation as theoretical 
framework



3. Theoretical discussion (cont.)

1. Comparative advantage theory 

This is one of classical country-based trade theories. The theory posits that even when a country has 

absolute advantage in producing two products, beneficial trade between two countries can still happen. 

This is because comparative advantage happens when a certain country cannot produce a certain 

product with more efficiency than another country; but can instead produce another product more 

efficiently and better (Ramona, 2016).

2. Porter’s national competitive advantage theory

This theory state that a country’s competitiveness in an industry relies on the ability of the industry to 

innovate and upgrade. This theory focus on explaining why some countries are more competitive in 

certain industries. To explain his theory, Porter noted four determinants (1) local market resources and 

capabilities, (2) local market demand conditions, (3) local suppliers and complementary industries, and 

(4) local firm characteristics.



3. Theoretical discussion (cont.)

Driving forces of 
globalisation 

Technological drivers Political drivers Market drivers Cost drivers Competitive drivers

Source: Hosen, 2020

Trade liberalisation
 Trade liberalization is the reverse process of protectionism
 It is the removal or reduction of restrictions or barriers on the free exchange of goods between 

nations thus promoting globalisation. These barriers include tariff and non-tariff barriers



1. Technological drivers
Innovations in the transportation technology, microprocessors and telecommunications, and the 

internet are some of the technology that have shaped and set the foundation for modern 

globalisation.

2. Political drivers

Liberalised trading rules and deregulated markets results to low tariffs and allow foreign direct 

investments globally. GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade) founded in 1947, and its 

successor, the WTO (World Trade Organization) founded in 1995 have been at the forefront in 

liberalization of trade.

3. Market drivers

Saturation of domestic markets limits growth opportunities locally which makes companies to 

expand abroad for growth opportunities in overseas markets. In this way, market drivers, have also 

been a driver of globalization.



4. Cost drivers

Costs and efficiency differ from one country to country and 

multinational companies often take advantage of this fact thus 

promoting globalization.

5. Competitive drivers

With the global market, competition among multinational 

companies increase and firms are left with no choice but to 

“play” global. Increased interdependences among countries and 

increased trades between countries and FDI actions also 

enhance this driver.



Source: Hill (2012) 

Barriers to international 
trade 

Tarrif barriers

1.Duties

2. Surcharges

Non-tarrif
barriers

1. Quotas

2.embargoes

3.licences

4.Public procurement 
policies

5. Import deposits



4. Sources and data 

The following sources have been used in this study: 

 Investopedia- to learn about the background of Qualcomm and how the company is likely to loose 

from the trade war 

 Qualcomm official website- to learn about the company’s revenue from its 3 units, and  the 

company’s appointment of the new CEO

 Statista- to learn about Qualcomm's revenue in FY 2020, by region 

 Hosen (2020)- this article was used to learn about the driving forces of globalisation

 International Business: Competing in the Global Marketplace- used to learn about tariffs and non-

tariffs trade barriers

 Android authority- to learn about Huawei ban

 CNBC- to learn about the company’s stock performance

 Ramona (2016)- to learn about trade theories



5. Analysis of the findings 

Statista (2021)

Qualcomm's revenue in FY 2020, by region (in million U.S. dollars) 

China is by far the company’s biggest source of revenue

Region China 

(including 

Hong Kong)

South Korea USA Ireland Other non-

domestic 

markets

Revenue 14,001 2964 1129 867 4570



• As per the table above, the decline of revenue from QCT and QTL may imply that the company 
was negatively impacted by the US anti-globalization policies that started in 2018

Source: Qualcomm (2021)

2019 2018 2017

QCT 14,639 17,282 16,479

As a percent of total 60% 76% 74%

QTL 4,591 5,042 6,412

As a percent of total 19% 22% 29%

QSI 152 100 113

As a percent of total 1% -% 1%

Revenue from Qualcomm’s three units between 2017- 2019 (in millions, except 

percentage data)



 As seen from table on slide 10, Chinese market accounted for 59.5% of Qualcomm revenue. 

This means that any escalating trade war with china was guaranteed to impact the company.

 As shown on table on slide 11, the QCT segment (which manufactures MSM chipsets for 

smartphone industry) contributes most revenue for the company. Since Huawei which has 

been banned in the US is one of the world’s largest smartphone maker, the ban can be 

blamed for declining revenue.

 But there are other big smartphone manufacturers in China such as Xiaomi, Oppo and Vivo, 

and smaller ones like Tecno, OnePlus and Lenovo. These companies to may, begin to 

diversify in order to mitigate the risk they face.

 This would hurt the US tech industry more since these other Chinese firms depend on US 

firms for their supplies and the anti-globalisation policies would make them to mitigate their 

risk by diversifying and switching to Qualcomm competitors and other US firms.

Discussion of the findings



6. Conclusion
 According to comparative advantage theory, China has a comparative advantage over the US as a 

result of cheap labour and thus specialise in the production of labour-intensive products such as 
smartphones that uses Qualcomm products. Comparatively, the US will specialise in the production of 
products that are human- and physical-capital intensive because it has a more highly-educated labour 
force and technically sophisticated equipment

 According to Porter’s National Competitive Advantage Theory, local market resources and capabilities 
are key factors in determining what products a country import or export. Porter added that advanced 
factors, such as skilled labor, investments in education, technology, and infrastructure determines a 
country’s imports and exports. As such, this explain why Qualcomm produces smartphone chips while 
China produces smartphones

 Based on these two theories, beneficial trade is still possible based on the two countries’ strengths 
and resources. As such, the imposed barriers to trade should be lifted

 The US initiated the trade war with china in 2018 by imposing tariffs on some Chinese products. But, in 
2019, the US government imposed a non-tariff trade barrier when it initiated a licensing system for 
American companies that wanted to work with Huawei. However, no company was given the license
(Androidauthority, 2021)
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